
Administrative judiciary course description template  

Course description 

the most important course of This course description provides a concise summary 

characteristics and the learning outcomes that the student is expected to achieve, 

demonstrating whether he or she has made the most of the learning opportunities 

tto the requirements of the labor markeavailable. It must be linked .  

Educational institution Anbiya University / Faculty of -Warith Al

Law 

Scientific department/center law Department 

Course name/code Administrative judiciary 

Available attendance forms Physical attendance is mandatory 

Semester/year annual 

study hours (total)Number of  60  hours  

Date this description was 

prepared 

2/10/2023 

1. Subject teacher: Dr. Falah Hassan Attia 

After completing the course, the student will learn the following 

characteristicsand its origins , the principle of legitimacy The concept of  

Sources of the principle of legitimacy 

Guarantees of the principle of legality 

Organizing the administrative judiciary and distinguishing it from the ordinary 

judiciary 

Iraq in Administrative Judiciary Starch  

And its specializations Iraq in Administrative Courts Species  

The jurisdiction of the administrative judiciary to consider administrative 

disputes 

Types of administrative disputes and the distinction between them 



 

Cancellation claim 

Compensation claim 

Disciplinary suit 

 

 

 

 

2. Course objectives 

Cognitive objectives -A  

And  developmentthe stages of its and administrative law Introduction to  -1A

its sources 

philosophical foundations that determine administrative Studying the  -2A

activity, its disputes, and the judiciary that specializes in examining them .  

of legalitythe principle Study the concept of  -3A.  

and of legality, its scope the sources of the principle Introducing  -4A

guarantees 

Statement of the jurisdiction of the administrative judiciary -5A  

On the claim of cancellation, its terms and procedures, the Definition  -5A

ruling thereon, and the position of the Iraqi legislator and the judiciary thereon 

. And its  And its conditions Compensation On a pretext the definition

 The Iraqi The legislator And an attitude In which And the ruling procedures

Of which And the judiciary  

 And its procedures And its conditions Discipline On a pretext the definition

And the  The Iraqi The legislator And an attitude whichIn  And the ruling

Of which judiciary  

 

The skills objectives of the course -B .  

1. administrative activity from individual distinguish to Enabling students 

activity and the activity of other authorities 

2. student to know the principle of legitimacy, its sources, Enabling the 

scope, and guarantees, and to distinguish between them 

3. Enabling the student to know the standard of administrative judiciary 

jurisdiction and its jurisdiction 



4. trative disputes and their adminisunderstand to Enabling students 

procedures and distinguish between them 

5. administrative disputes the types of compare to By enabling students 

and their effects 

6. The  He excites her that Legal Problems analysis from requester Enable

Processing it In order to decision .  

     10 .Teaching and learning methods  

- academic lectures to explain the methodological courseperson -in.  

- learning to present the basic topics of the lecture-E  

- Brainstorming method.  

- Use practical examples to explain the course.  

- discussion panelsUse of   

- Assistance in conducting training courses 

- Use the visiting guest program 

- Using judicial rulings to enrich lectures 

- Administrative  -Conducting scientific field visits to the Iraqi State Council 

Supreme Administrative Court -Employees Judicial Court  -Judicial Court  

 

 

     11 .Evaluation methods  

- Regular daily surprise exams.  

- Daily questions for students before and after explaining the course for 

evaluation purposes.  

- Monthly exams.  

- year exams and final exams-Mid.  

- and other activitieswork papers, class reports, Assigning students to prepare  

- administrative Assigning some students to comment on the provisions of 

courts in Iraq 

-   

 

 

12 .The skills that the student acquires  

 .Time management skill.  

 .work skill and its specificityAdministrative  

 .Building a legal personality capable of understanding the course and 

analyzing its data.  

Building a legal personality that understands the privacy and importance of 

the administrative judiciary 



 

1- Required prescribed books  - Ani: Administrative -Dr. Wissam Sabbar Al

Judiciary 

2- Main references (sources)  - Ghazi Faisal: Administrative Dr.. 

Judiciary 

- Dr.. Mazen Lilo Administrative Judiciary 

. 

Recommended books and 

references (scientific journals, 

reports(...,  

Mohamed Refaat Abdel Wahab, Dr.. 

Administrative Judiciary 

Helu, Administrative -Majed Ragheb AlDr.. 

Judiciary 

Electronic references,  -B 

Internet sites...  

Iraqi Council of Representatives website 

Iraqi Council of Ministers website 

websiteIraqi State Council  

Egyptian State Council website 

Iraqi academic journals website 

 

3. Course development plan 

1. of the administrative judiciary We suggest adopting the specific vocabulary 

centrally 

2. Not a single course has been approved for these terms 

3. The subject professor delivers his lecture based on these vocabulary 

4. The student must refer to more than one source 

5.  ,judicial courtsespecially in relevant government agencies and  

6. Adopting modern curricula that keep pace with administrative development 

in Iraq 

 

 

M. Dr. Falah Hassan Attia 

 

 

 .tive personality capable of adjudicating Building a legal administra

administrative disputes 

-  


